Seminar on Advanced Clinical Auriculotherapy – “Auriculomedicine”
(with Anthony DE SOUSA (M.D.) and Raphaël NOGIER (M.D.))

This seminar is an introduction to the technique using RAC or VAS, which can also be designated as the pulse of Nogier. This technique allows to considerably improve the practise of auriculotherapy by widening the action spectre of the practitioner.

SEMINAR PROGRAMME

Theory
1) The link between auriculotherapy and “auriculomedicine”
2) Reactive properties of the skin
3) The Nogier pulse reaction (or VAS)
   Reminder on the arterial dynamics from a physiological point of view.
   • What is behind the pulse?
   • What is behind the VAS?
4) Practical training to learn how to feel the VAS
5) Main instruments used in “auriculomedicine”
6) A detailed description of the diagnostic techniques based on stimulations of the skin by specific pressure, white light, colour light and frequential light
7) Treatment protocol for examining and treating a patient in “auriculomedicine”
8) Photoperception and photo-emission
   The INSA experiments: the cutaneous photoperception
9) The white light test
10) The photogramme
11) The study of laterality using the VAS (L-frequency)
12) The NOGIER frequencies: A, B, C, D, E, F, G
   • Description, how, why and when to use them?
13) The indications:
   • Cutaneous disorders
   • Functional disorders: migraines, constipations, diarrhoea, tachycardia
   • Light psychiatric disorders
14) VAS and detection of food allergies

Practice
In respect to the programme, the students will assist to demonstrations of the application of different treatment techniques and treatment protocols.